Daniel Clinton Cox Memorial Scholarship Application  
DEADLINE: Monday, October 26, 2020

The Daniel Clinton Cox Memorial scholarship was established in memory of Daniel Cox to recognize students whose interest in medicine and bioengineering shows potential to bring innovation to the field of medicine. The applicant must have a desire to excel in scientific and computer science pursuits. For the 2020-2021 academic year, one scholarship for $3,500 will be awarded.

Criteria: NM Tech full-time, undergraduate or graduate student  
- Must have a strong desire to work on significant challenges facing society  
- Must have completed at least 24 credit hours at NMT  
- Must have a cumulative 2.5 GPA  
- Must have a major in Computer Science, Chemistry or Biology

NAME:_________________________________________ ID #: __________

CUMULATIVE GPA: ______________  CLASSIFICATION______________________________

MAJOR: ______________________________________

HOURS COMPLETED AT NEW MEXICO TECH: ______________________________

CAREER INTERESTS/GOALS: _________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED WITH: ________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

I am a full-time student attending New Mexico Tech. I certify that the above information is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. Misrepresentation in any statement by me will be considered adequate grounds for denial or cancellation of an Institute award. I also give my consent for New Mexico Tech to release my academic information to scholarship donors.

Signature: ________________________________

Date: ________________________________

RETURN APPLICATION TO: New Mexico Tech  
Financial Aid Office  
801 Leroy Place  
Socorro, NM 87801-4796

For questions regarding this scholarship call (575) 835-5333. Recipients will be notified in writing of the award of funds. Awards will be made based on the availability of monies in funding sources.
Please briefly describe your experience or involvement with any of the following that are relevant to you.

Scholarship: i.e., getting the most out of your college education opportunity:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Helping others (especially students and faculty) and volunteering:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Demonstrating excellence:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Creativity:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

How do you plan to contribute to the betterment of mankind:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Accomplishments and ambitions in medicine or medical engineering (outside of class assignments):

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Leadership and involvement, e.g., in campus clubs or organizations:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________